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Abstract— There are a lot of obstacles to progress in continuing to use social media poetry resources 

for evaluating consumer groups, but don't give up. A central role in human behaviour is played by 

feelings, there are also opportunities to observe emotions by text analysis in messages from social media 

for helping to identify psychiatric problems or observing the general public sentiment in a group. 

classification methods that relied on a lexicon and a "pack of vocabulary" used in previous studies The 

current study carried out using deep learning methods on the impact of hashtags found in Twitter has, 

although it does not allow for other potential hashtags that may not have existed during the time span the 

analysis was done. The algorithm aims to enhance the detection of emotions on real-time streaming 

financial data that's fetched from Twitter. the overarching goal is to correctly identifying all of this is to 

allow for proper understanding of the different emotions that a specific tweet conveys. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Emotions can be defined as mental states that are associated with certain chemical changes within the 

nervous system. Recent studies have been carried out on emotion detection on social media using opinion 

mining. However, emotion recognition faces certain challenges in the form of limited length of post or 

ambiguous expression of the user. The main focus of previous studies in this area was on using lexicons 

and machine learning methods for analysis. The performance of these methods depends upon quality of 

extracted features as well as emotion lexicon. 

Paul Ekman has defined six basic emotions viz. anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, surprise. An 

extension to it was given by Robert Plutchik with two additional emotions; those were trust and 

anticipation. Thus, a Profile of Mood States (POMS) was proposed which is a psychological instrument 

defining a six-dimensional emotional state representation. 

Our proposed system is a Profile of Mood States (POMS) defining twelve-dimensional emotional-state 

representation using 65 adjectives combining basic as well as well as supplementary emotions. The 
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emotions representing the twelve dimensions are vigour, joy, depression, confusion, anger, trust, fatigue, 

surprise, fear, anticipation, sadness and disgust. Traditional previous studies mostly focused on the 

detection and classification of single emotion or a couple of emotions using one-vs-all classification 

models. Building a multiclass classification model is desirable as we can predict multiple classifications at 

the same time using a single model. This, in turn, allows for a more in-depth analysis. 

The motivation behind this work is that we can timely detect the level of stress of a person based on the 

emotions identified. Also, long-time monitoring of latest real-time emotional data helps in detecting the 

public mood of a community regarding a particular topic. As previous systems only considered static data, 

deployment in real-time applications becomes extremely difficult. Hence, the analysis of real-time data is 

taken into consideration. 

The proposed model aims to develop a single model for predicting multiple emotion classifications at 

the same time simultaneously achieving good results. We take into consideration basic emotions as well 

as their synonyms for classification purposes. To perform analysis on the Twitter poetry data streamed in 

real-time. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

N. Colneric and J. Demsar [1] made use of hashtags of Twitter posts to create three emotion-labelled 

data sets that correspond to various basic as well as certain supplementary emotions. They made use of 

CNN and compared its performance with traditional bag-of-words model. A single model for prediction 

of multiple emotion classification at the same time was proposed. Improved performance using the new 

hashtag emotion lexicon. However, it doesn’t take into account the derivatives or synonyms of words 

while working on static data considering the hashtags. 

S. M. Mohammad and S. Kiritchenko [2] state that hashtags corresponding to emotions are good labels 

of emotions in tweets that can be obtained without human intervention. Also created a huge corpus of 

word–emotion associations which was the first of its kind. Mainly worked with six basic emotions 

categories. SVM with sequential minimal optimization was used for automatic detection of personality 

from tweets. 

B. Plank and D. Hovy [3] proposed that certain personality traits correlate with linguistic behaviour of 

individuals. They made use of social media as a resource for large-scale, open vocabulary personality 

detection. Logistic regression was used for analysis and features predictive of personality traits were 

found out. Thus, a lexicon of approximately 1 million English tweets associated with Myers-Briggs 

gender and personality type was created. However, the model only detected two personality distinctions 

with high reliability. 

X. Liu et al. [4] propose a Multi-Task DNN for representation learning, combining semantic 

classification and semantic information retrieval tasks. The proposed MT-DNN model maps arbitrary text 

queries and documents into a low dimensional latent space using semantic vector representations. It 

outperforms strong baselines across all web search and query classification tasks. O. Irsoy and C. Cardie 

[5] explored application of deep recurrent neural networks to the task of sentence-level opinion mining. 

RNNs outperformed previous traditional methods 

S. M. Mohammad et al. [6] analyse electoral tweets for sentiment, the emotion, the purpose or intent 

behind the tweet and the style of the tweet. Made use of SVM with 10 - fold cross-validation. 

Automatically classified tweets into emotional categories. Mostly handled the emotions concerned with 

only disgust or trust without consideration of past tweets. J. Schnebly and S. Sengupta [7] studied the 
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hazardous bots infesting Twitter. Proposed a generalized model that can detect existing Twitter bot 

accounts with 90.25% accuracy with random forest. 

Y. Hegde and S. K. Padma [8] carried out the sentiment analysis of Kannada documents. Used random 

forest ensemble of classifiers to identify the sentiment. Improved the overall accuracy from 65% to 72% 

indicating the efficiency of the proposed model. 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

Profile of Mood States or POMS is a psychological instrument for analysing a person’s emotional state. 

It defines 65 adjectives that are rated on a five-point scale by the particular person in consideration. Each 

of these adjectives individually contribute to one of the six emotional categories in the case of basic 

emotions. All of these ratings are combined to form a six-dimensional emotion-state representation. This 

method can be extended to form the proposed twelve-dimensional emotion-state representation. 

 

Advantages of Proposed System: 

1) Increases human-computer interactions 

2) Low-cost 

3) Fast emotion recognition system 

4) Scalable 

A. Proposed Methodology 

The proposed approach in Fig.1 shows a generalized outline of the various steps that need to be carried 

out for building a multiclass classifier for emotion recognition. Firstly, the raw data from the social media 

site (i.e. Twitter) is obtained in real-time via the Twitter API. Then, certain pre-processing is done to 

convert the obtained data into suitable format. Following it are the feature selection and extraction steps 

whereby the discriminating features for emotion recognition are identified. A classification model is built 

using some emotion-labelled twitter training data owing to which the incoming new tweets are classified 

based on the emotion they depict. 
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Fig. 1. Proposed Methodology 

B. Architecture 

The Fig.2 shows the proposed system architecture. 

 

Fig. 2. System Architecture 

After successful implementation of the formerly mentioned steps, a classification model is built using 

suitable algorithm. This model can henceforth classify any new incoming tweets with respect to the 

emotions expressed. 
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C. Algorithms 

 

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) Algorithm: 

LDA describes how the documents in a dataset were created using a generative version. Consider that a 

dataset is a collection of D documents which, in turn, can be considered as a collection of words. Hence, 

this model indicates how each document acquires its words. Initially, let’s assume that K topic 

distributions for our dataset, meaning K multinomials containing V elements each, where V is the number 

of terms in the corpus. Let βi represent the multinomial for the ith topic. The size of βi is V : |βi| = V . 

Given these distributions, the LDA generative process is as follows: 

 

Steps: 

1. For each document: 

(a) Randomly choose a distribution over topics (a multinomial of length K) 

(b) for each word in the document: 

(c) Probabilistically draw one of the K topics from the distribution over topics obtained in (a), say 

topic βj (ii) Probabilistically draw one of the V words from βj 

Convolution Neural Network(CNN) Algorithm: 

 

 

 

 

The structure of CNN algorithm includes two layers.First is the extraction layer of features in which each 

neuron's input is directly connected to its previous layer's local ready fields and local features are 

extracted. The spatial relationship between it and other features will be shown once those local features 

are extracted. The other layer is feature_map layer; Every feature map in this layer is a plane, the weight 

of the neurons in one plane are same. The feature plan”s structure make use of the function called 

sigmoid. This function known as activation function of the CNN, which makes the feature map have shift 

in difference. In the CNN each convolution layer is come after a computing layer and it’s usage is to find 

the local average as well as the second extract; this extraction of two feature is unique structure which 

decreases the resolution. 

 

Step 1: Select the dataset. 

 

Step 2: Perform feature selection using information gain and ranking 

 

Step 3: Apply Classification algorithm CNN 

 

Step 4: Calculate  each Feature fx value of input layer 
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Step 5: Calculate bias class of each feature 

 

Step 6: The feature map is produced and it goes to forward pass input layer 

 

Step 7: Calculate the convolution cores in a feature pattern 

 

Step 8: Produce sub sample layer and feature value. 

 

Step 9: Input deviation of the kth neuron in output layer is Back propagated. 

 

Step 10: Finally give the selected feature and classification results. 

 

D. Mathematical Model 

Language Models: 

Language models compute the probability of occurrence of a number of words in a particular sequence. 

The probability of a sequence of T words {w1,...,wT} is denoted as P(w1,...,wT). Since the number of words 

coming before a word, wi, varies depending on its location in the input document, P(w1,...,wT) is usually 

conditioned on a window of n previous words rather than all previous words: 

                      P(w1,...,wT) =∏ 𝑃(𝑤𝑖|𝑤1, … , 𝑤𝑖 − 1)𝑖=𝑇
𝑖=1  

                      ≈ ∏ 𝑃(𝑤𝑖|𝑤i − (n − 1), … , 𝑤𝑖 − 1)            𝑖=𝑇
𝑖=1 (1) 

Equations (2) and (3) show this relationship for bigram and trigram models as follows: 

                              𝑃(𝑤2|𝑤1) =
𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝑤1,𝑤2)

𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝑤1)
                        (2)                                   

                             𝑃(𝑤3|𝑤1, 𝑤2) =
𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝑤1,𝑤2,𝑤3)

𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝑤1,𝑤2)
              (3)                                

IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

Expected input: 

The proposed model will take as input the real-time streamed Twitter posts in the form of text via Twitter 

API. 

Expected output: 

After the preprocessing and analysis steps, the model will identify the various emotions of the concerned 

Twitter posts. With the incorporation of Random Forest and LDA algorithms, the accuracy of the 

proposed multiclass classification model is expected to increase considerably as compared to previous 

methods. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

This paper proposes a model for emotion recognition on real-time streaming Twitter data that 

manoeuvres machine learning algorithm and a twelve-dimensional mood state representation combining 

Ekman’s and Plutchik’s emotions categories. It classifies the emotions with the help of multiclass 

classification and semantic analysis. The overall aim is to recognize and classify the emotions taken in to 

consideration as accurately as possible. 

Future Scope: Furthermore, only text based features are considered, whereas inclusion of other features 

like smiles may produce more efficient results. We also plan to validate the effectiveness of the proposed 

work on multiple datasets. 
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